
 
SUPPLY CACHE 

 

2x rolls Equipment Table per TL. 

(TL1=Basic. TL2=Advanced. TL3 = 

Special Items) 

Spawn Hostiles per standard rules by TL.  

 

 

BOOBY TRAP  
 

Roll Will Check at Penalty  

equal to Threat Level 

Damage = TL.  

Salvage Value = 150 x TL.  

No Gear or Items. 

 
  

  

INJURED STALKER 
  

Give them a Med Kit and he/she joins crew  

for the rest of the mission.  

OR  

Mercy Kill and roll on TL Salvage Table  

for Gear and Items.   
 

[Troop Quality Green or by mission story] 
 

 

ZONE HOSTILES  
 

Determine by TL and Theme of Area.  

Spawn and Attack.  

No salvage.  

The Zone can be cruel.  
 

 

ANOMALY 
 

Mysterious. Beautiful. Deadly. 

Deal with it and recover the strange    

Artifact at its heart. 

 

CHERNOBYL BABUSHKA 
 

 Grandmother tells you what the two  

nearest unsearched Points of Interest are.  

(Draw the next two cards.  

Place face up near appropriate tokens) 
 

 

 

 

DEAD TOURIST 
 

Roll on Salvage Table by Threat Level. 

Value Only. No Gear or Items. 

Spawn Hostiles per standard rules by TL.  
 

 
 

NEST  
 

Three Vermin swarms spawn  

per standard rules.  

Quality at Threat Level.  

Roll 1x on Special Item Table when clear 

 

ZONE REACTION 

  

Roll on Environmental Hazard Table. 

Results go in effect immediately and 

remain until the end of the following turn. 

 

IMMINENT BLOWOUT 
  

Seek Shelter Immediately. (something with top cover - a building, 

vehicle, cave, even a stand of trees )   

You have the next turn to get to cover. At the start of following turn, 

(2nd after card is drawn) a Damage 3 attack rolls across the entire 

game area. Any model in the open must roll for damage.  

Zone Hostiles break off any combat and use all actions to move to 

nearest cover. Area-wide attack is resolved before any activations 

occur. Hostiles and Crew will NOT share cover. Priority goes to 

Players before Hostiles. Hostiles must find alternate cover options 

 

 

 

 


